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The contrasting behaviour of westward-moving mixed Rossby–gravity (WMRG) and the first Rossby (R1) waves in El Ni\~no (EN) and La Ni\~na (LN) seasons is documented with a focus on the Northern Hemisphere winter. The eastward-moving variance in the upper troposphere is dominated by WMRG and R1 structures that appear to be Doppler-shifted by the flow and are referred to as WMRG-E and R1-E. In the east Pacific and Atlantic the years with stronger equatorial westerly winds, LN in the former and EN in the latter, have the stronger WMRG and WMRG-E. In the east Pacific, R1 is also a maximum in LN. However, R1-E exhibits an eastward shift between LN and EN.

The changes with El Ni\~no/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phase provide a test bed for the understanding of these waves. In the east Pacific and Atlantic, the stronger WMRG-E and WMRG with stronger westerlies are in accord with the dispersion relation with simple Doppler-shifting by the zonal flow. The possible existence of free waves can also explain stronger R1 in EN in the Eastern Hemisphere. 1-D free-wave propagation theory based on wave activity conservation is also important for R1. However, this theory is unable to explain the amplitude maxima for other waves observed in the strong equatorial westerly regions in the Western Hemisphere, and certainly not their ENSO-related variation. The forcing of equatorial waves by higher-latitude wave activity and its variation with ENSO phase is therefore examined. Propagation of extratropical eastward-moving Rossby wave activity through the westerly ducts into the equatorial region where it triggers WMRG-E is favoured in the stronger westerlies, in LN in the east Pacific and EN in the Atlantic. It is also found that WMRG is forced by Southern Hemisphere westward-moving wave trains arching into the equatorial region where they are reflected. The most significant mechanism for both R1 and R1-E appears to be lateral forcing by subtropical wave trains.
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1. Introduction

Equatorial waves and their associated tropical convection are fundamental components of the tropical climate system. Understanding the impact of El Ni\~no/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on equatorial waves is important for the improvement of weather forecasting in the Tropics and the extratropics on time-scales beyond a few days, and is also likely to be crucial for climate prediction (e.g. Lin et al., 2006; Ringer et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2009). However, there have been few relevant observational studies, and theoretical understanding is limited. Yang and Hoskins (2013) have shown the sensitivity of equatorial Kelvin waves, in the domain of zonal wave-numbers 2–10 and periods 2–30 days, and their associated convection over the central-eastern Pacific, to ENSO variations. El Ni\~no (EN) events enhance, and La Ni\~na (LN) events suppress the variability of upper tropospheric Kelvin waves and their associated convection, in both extended boreal winter and summer seasons.

One of the two major aims of this article is to document and examine the impact of ENSO on the behaviour of the other, rotationally dominated, gravest waves in this wave-number–frequency domain, the Westward Mixed Rossby–Gravity wave (WMRG) and the First Rossby (R1) wave.

A major context of this article is the understanding of the impact of zonal variations of the ambient flow on equatorial waves. A number of observational and theoretical studies have
shown that the ambient zonal flow significantly affects equatorial wave behaviour (e.g. Webster and Holton, 1982; Webster and Chang, 1988; Zhang, 1993; Tomas and Webster, 1994; Chang and Webster, 1995; Matthews and Kiladis, 1999; Hoskins and Yang, 2000; Yang et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2011, 2012; Yang and Hoskins, 2013; Diao and Kiladis, 2014). In Hoskins and Yang (2011), it was shown that the ambient zonal winds are one-dimensional (1-D) propagation in a longitudinally varying zonal flow has been developed. It has then been applied, using the climatological upper tropospheric equatorial zonal wind, \( U \), as the background flow, to examine to what extent 1-D equatorial propagation can explain the observed climatological distribution of the gravest equatorial waves. The theory gives that the energy and zonal wave number of Kelvin waves will vary in longitude in the opposite sense to \( U \), with maxima occurring in minima in \( U \). This accords well with the observed distribution of Kelvin waves. However, in HY16 the observed boreal winter distributions of the WMRG and R1 waves show maxima in the strong westerlies in the Western Hemisphere, which are not consistent with the dominance of 1-D equatorial propagation of free waves in the climatological flow.

The failure of this theory for WMRG and R1 waves in the Western Hemisphere focuses attention on the forcing of the waves there, and in particular the forcing from higher latitudes in the regions of upper tropospheric equatorial westerlies and the westerly ducts. This forcing can be expected to be sensitive to ENSO as both the westerly ducts and, as will be seen later, the subtropical wave activity, vary significantly with the phase of ENSO. The second aim of this article is, therefore, to examine and understand the higher-latitude forcing of WMRG and R1 waves in the Western Hemisphere through examination of the two phases of ENSO.

The present study will mainly consider the boreal winter period, November to April, which will be referred to as winter. As motivation, Figure 1(a) and (b) show the raw power spectra for winter 200 hPa, 15°S to 15°N averaged meridional winds for EN and LN phases in the Western Hemisphere, separated into those for the components of meridional wind that are symmetric and antisymmetric about the Equator. Shown are composites for seven EN and seven LN winters, which are defined below in section 2. The right panels show the EN – LN differences in power. Significant ENSO changes are seen in zonal wave-numbers 3–9 and periods longer than 5 days. The symmetric variance (Figure 1(a)) has larger wave activity in LN for both westward (negative wave number) and eastward-moving variance. The situation is less clear for the antisymmetric component (Figure 1(b)), though the westward component shows an LN maximum for a 10-day period and the eastward component shows generally slightly larger values in EN. Because of the interest in higher-latitude forcing, the power spectra of the variance in subtropical meridional wind in the two hemispheres are shown in Figure 1(c) and (d). The two hemispheres are similar to each other but with larger power in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). They are also similar to those for the deep Tropics, though with greater power (note the different scales). This raises the possibility that the power in the tropical region merely reflects an aliasing of the higher-latitude activity. However, it will be shown that this is not the case. The EN – LN differences are similar in the two hemispheres, there being more eastward activity in the band of interest in EN. Again, both hemispheres have a less clear message for the westward component, with LN being larger for a 10-day period.

Further motivation is provided in Figure 2 by the zonal and latitudinal variation of the mean zonal wind (Figure 2(a)) and the standard deviations of the eastward and westward components of the 200 hPa meridional wind, \( v \), for winter (Figure 2(b) and (c)). In each case the full field composited for EN winters and for LN winters and their difference is given. Many features in this will be discussed below in section 5. Figure 2(a) shows that in EN winters, the NH tropical jet is stronger and shifted southward, is more continuous and extends further east to around 300°E, consistent with that shown in Matthews and Kiladis (1999). In the Southern Hemisphere (SH), the eastern Pacific subtropical westerlies are also stronger in EN. In contrast, the westerlies in 20°–30° belts in the Atlantic are stronger in LN winters. There is significant variation with ENSO in both eastward- and westward-moving variance. The strong eastward variance in the regions of the two westerly ducts (Figure 2(b)) is consistent with the equatorial westerly duct being favourable for extratropical wave activity propagating into the equatorial region and triggering equatorial waves, as proposed by Webster and Holton (1982) and shown in Yang et al. (2007c). It is notable that this is also the case for westward-moving activity, consistent with the modelling studies of Wang and Xie (1996) and Hoskins and Yang (2000) which show that WMRG and the R1 waves are stronger in a westerly region.

The eastward and westward variance in wave number and frequency bands like that seen as varying in Figure 1 will be considered to be predominantly associated with WMRG and R1 waves. This is consistent with Yang et al. (2007a, 2011, 2012), who found that in the zonal wave-number-frequency domain considered, gravity wave motions are not important and, surprisingly, as will be shown here in section 5, the largely rotational WMRG wave structure dominates over the east Pacific (hereafter E Pacific) and Atlantic not just for the westward symmetric variance of \( v \) but also for the eastward component. Similarly, the R1 structure dominates the eastward as well as the westward antisymmetric variance of \( v \).

A summary of some of the equatorial wave theory that is the basis for the analysis technique and the data used will be given in section 2. Section 3 gives a summary of the theories associated with mechanisms that may influence the occurrence and nature of equatorial waves. These theories will be tested against observations of waves in the two ENSO phases. Section 4 will detail the observed variation of equatorial WMRG and R1 waves, and an analysis of the various mechanisms that may be important in giving the observed variation. Section 5 examines the importance of higher latitude forcing of equatorial waves. Section 6 contains a concluding discussion.

2. Methodology and data

Standard equatorial wave theory is based on linearization about an atmosphere at rest and separation of the vertical structure from that in the horizontal and time. Neglecting density variation for convenience, the equation for the vertical structure of the vertical velocity gives sinusoidal solutions provided zero vertical velocity boundary conditions are specified at the tropopause as well as at the ground. The separation constant may then be written \( \omega^2 = \frac{2\pi m^2 v}{gh^2} \), where \( m \) is the vertical mode number and \( H \) the height of the tropopause. For the first internal mode, \( m = 1 \), \( \approx 50 \text{ m s}^{-1} \). The horizontal equations are the shallow-water equations with gravity speed \( c \) or ‘equivalent depth’, \( H \), such that \( gh = c^2 \). Therefore, for the first internal mode, \( h \approx 250 \text{ m} \). On an equatorial \( \beta \)-plane there is the Kelvin wave solution with zero \( v \) and \( \omega = \kappa v \), and there are solutions with non-zero \( v \) and the dispersion relation

\[
\omega^2 = \frac{c^2}{\kappa^2} - \frac{k}{\omega} = \frac{c^2}{\omega^2} = (2n + 1) \quad \text{for} \quad n = 0, 1, \ldots (1)
\]

Since the Kelvin wave satisfies this relation with \( n = -1 \), then this notation is conventionally used to label it. The Kelvin wave is eastward moving. The MRG wave (\( n = 0 \)) has both eastward- (EMRG) and westward-moving (WMRG) solutions. For \( n = 1 \) and higher modes there are westward-moving Rossby wave and both eastward- and westward-moving gravity wave solutions.

Although the separation of the vertical and horizontal structures is possible for a resting atmosphere, in general the separation of variables is not possible and analysis in terms of vertical modes and horizontal wave structures is not valid. Therefore in the methodology to separate equatorial waves, which was developed in Yang et al. (2003), no assumption about the
vertical structure or dispersion relation is made, but at each level the fields in the Tropics are projected onto the parabolic cylinder functions that describe the horizontal structures of theoretical equatorial waves. Some horizontal equatorial wave structures are shown in, for example, Yang et al. (2003).

As in Gill (1980), using variables,

\[ q = u + gZ/c, \quad r = u - gZ/c, \quad v, \]

where \((u, v)\) are horizontal winds and \(Z\) is geopotential height, wave solutions are found in terms of parabolic cylinder functions,

\[ D_r \left( \frac{v}{gZ} \right) = \exp \left\{ -\frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{v}{gZ} \right)^2 \right\} P_r \left( \frac{v}{\sqrt{2}gZ} \right), \]

where

\[ y_0 = \left( \frac{c}{2g} \right)^{1/2}. \]

\(P_r\) is proportional to a Hermite polynomial of order \(r\), and the waves are trapped at the Equator on a scale \(y_1 = \sqrt{2}y_0\). The meridional scale \(y_0\) is determined from a best fit to the data to be about 6° and it is found that the analysis is not sensitive to the particular value of \(y_0\) chosen (Yang et al., 2003, 2012).

Any flow can be projected onto the parabolic cylinder functions:

\[ \{q, v, r\} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \{q_n, v_n, r_n\} D_n. \]

These functions forms a complete and orthogonal basis, and the projections in Eq. (5) are quite general, with \(q_0D_0\) describing the Kelvin wave, \(q_1D_1\) and \(v_1D_0\) describing the \(n = 0\) MRG wave, and \(q_{n+1}D_{n+1}\), \(v_nD_n\), and \(r_{n-1}D_{n-1}\) describing \(n \geq 1\) Rossby waves or gravity waves. Without assuming the vertical structure, this level-by-level projection technique was introduced in Yang et al. (2003) and has been successfully employed in a number of subsequent articles (Yang et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2011, 2012; Yang and Hoskins, 2013).

Figure 1. Zonal wave-number-frequency power spectra of 200 hPa meridional wind, \(v\), in the Western Hemispheres in the Tropics (15° S to 15° N) for (a) component of \(v\) symmetric about the Equator, (b) component of \(v\) antisymmetric about the Equator, and (c) 20–30° N and (d) 20–30° S, for EN (left), LN (centre) winters and the difference (right) between composites at different phases of ENSO (EN – LN). Before performing the zonal Fourier analysis, the average in the 180° sector is removed and the values are taped to zero in the 18° regions at each end of the sector.
Data used in this study are 6-hourly $u$, $v$ and $Z$ from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim re-analysis for the period from 1979 to 2010, with a horizontal resolution of about 0.7° and at 37 pressure levels from 1000 to 1 hPa. Detailed information on the data can be found in Dee et al. (2011). The three variables $q$, $v$ and $r$ between 20°N and 20°S at each level are separately projected onto parabolic cylinder functions as in Eq. (5). The projected $n = 0$ and $n = 1$ components will be referred to as WMRG and R1 waves. WMRG and R1 waves are found moving to the eastward due to Doppler shifting (HY16) as well as the westward direction so the former are referred to as WMRG-E and R1-E, respectively. The focus in this article is often on the meridional wind, $v$, and for this variable the individual wave contributions are orthogonal, and sum up to give the entire field.

As in our previous studies (Yang et al., 2003, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2011, 2012), before projection, the dynamical fields are first separated into eastward- and westward-moving components using a space–time spectral analysis. In order to focus on the spectral domain with most equatorial wave power, the data are filtered in a domain of zonal wave-number $k$ from $\pm 2$ to $\pm 10$ and period from 2 to 30 days. It should be noted that this spectral domain is very broad compared with that used in most equatorial wave studies. The westward-moving component is used to analyse WMRG and R1 waves and the eastward-moving component is used to analyse the WMRG-E and R1-E waves.

Linear regression techniques similar to those used in Yang et al. (2007a, 2007b) are used in section 5 to examine extratropical forcing and the composite horizontal structures associated with equatorial waves. More details of the technique were given in Yang et al. (2007a, 2007b).

As in Yang and Hoskins (2013) due to the large seasonal variability of equatorial waves, for the analysis here the year is split into two 6-month periods, an extended boreal winter (November to April) and summer (May to October). These are referred to as 'winter' and 'summer'. Because the extratropical forcing for equatorial waves is more significant in winter, the analysis in this article will focus on this season, with the summer behaviour briefly mentioned in the final discussion.


3. Some theoretical considerations

This section gives a succinct review of the theories associated with mechanisms that may influence the occurrence and behaviour of equatorial waves.

3.1. Free equatorial waves

No assumption is made in the analysis technique used that the dispersion relation for resting atmosphere equatorial waves, Eq. (1), is valid. However, it is helpful to consider the impact on the dispersion relation of assuming that simple Doppler shifting by a uniform flow is both valid and relevant. This is illustrated in Figure 3 for the WMRG, and the R1 waves for an equivalent depth of 200 m, a large value which, especially for R1 waves, is chosen because it is more appropriate for the deeper vertical structure waves in the E Pacific (e.g. Yang et al., 2007a, 2011, 2012) than the usual 40 m depth. For a resting atmosphere, the smaller depth is relevant to the gravest baroclinic structure in the vertical, and is likely to be more appropriate for the Eastern Hemisphere. The domain of interest in wave-number-frequency space in this article is indicated here by hatching. Vertical hatching indicates westward-moving waves and horizontal hatching eastward-moving waves.

![Figure 2. Average zonal winds ($U$) and perturbation meridional wind ($v$) amplitudes at 200 hPa for EN winter composites (left), LN winter composites (centre) and for their difference, EN − LN (right). (a) Zonal wind, (b) eastward $v$ standard deviation (SD), and (c) westward $v$ standard deviation. The units throughout are m s$^{-1}$, positive contours are continuous, negative contours dotted and the zero contour in the full field is dashed. Shading is used for values beyond the first positive or negative contour. In (a) the contours in the full fields are at 0, ±5, ±10, ±20 and then every 10, but at ±2, ±5, ±10 and then every 5 in the difference field with the zero contour suppressed. In (b) and (c) the contours for the full field are 1, 1.5, 2 then every 1, and the contour interval in the difference field is 0.2 with the lowest contours at ±0.1.](image-url)
The WMRG wave can have eastward phase propagation in a sufficiently strong westerly flow. As mentioned above, such waves will be labelled WMRG-E, while WMRG will be used for the westward-moving wave. It should be noted that the WMRG-E structure is very different from the gravity-wave-like eastward-moving MRG (EMRG) wave structure for a resting atmosphere, as shown in e.g. Yang et al. (2003). The EMRG is found to be very weak in the band of interest. Similarly the R1 wave can have eastwards phase propagation as well as westwards and when moving eastwards will be denoted R1-E. The group velocity of WMRG and WMRG-E waves is eastwards (above the heavy solid line) in the band of interest. In contrast, R1 has a smaller group velocity relative to the flow and with the addition of the basic flow its wave activity can propagate eastwards or westwards. However, R1-E activity always propagates eastwards in the strong westerly flow. The picture is not very sensitive to the specification of the equivalent depth. For a 40 m depth (see Fig. 4 in HY16), WMRG-E waves are found in a larger range of wave numbers for westerly flow, with WMRG waves restricted to the lowest wave numbers. Also, in weak easterly flow, more low-wave-number WMRG waves are possible. R1 and R1-E free-wave activity is affected in a similar way.

The activity of equatorial waves has its largest amplitudes confined to the upper troposphere and there is interest in understanding how the large variations in the zonal flow in this region may influence the zonal propagation of wave activity. Consequently, in HY16 the theory of 1-D propagation on a varying zonal flow was developed and applied to equatorial waves. Following Lighthill (1978), a theoretical analysis in HY16 shows that for steady-state distribution of a particular wave, along a ray path, the longitudinal variation of its zonal wave number $k$ is

$$\frac{dk}{dx} = -\frac{1}{c_g} \frac{dU}{dx}, \quad (6)$$

where $c_g$ is the group velocity and $U$ is the basic zonal flow. Equation (6) indicates that along a ray path, $k$ always has a tendency that is the opposite to that of $U$ when $c_g$ is positive, and the same as $U$ when $c_g$ is negative. The variation along a ray path of wave energy, $E$, is implied by the conservation equation for wave action density (e.g. Bretherton and Garrett, 1968; Lighthill, 1978). The theory developed in HY16 shows that in a steady state, the zonal variation of $E$ along a ray path is given by:

$$\frac{d\ln E}{dx} = -\frac{B}{c_g} \frac{dU}{dx}. \quad (7)$$

Here $B$ is a property of the wave in question:

$$B = 1 + \frac{c_B}{c_g} \frac{k}{c_i} \frac{\partial c_B}{\partial k}, \quad (8)$$

where $c_i$ is the intrinsic phase speed and $c_B$ the intrinsic group velocity (i.e. in a resting atmosphere). Values of $B$ and $B/c_g$ for each equatorial wave as a function of $k$ and $U$ have been presented in HY16. Equations (6) and (7) indicate that when $B$ is positive, $E$ behaves in a similar manner to $k$. Where $c_g$ tends to zero, both $E$ and $k$ tend to infinity in the absence of dissipative processes: this is the wave accumulation of Chang and Webster (1995). However for $B$ negative, $E$ and $k$ behave in opposite senses, with $E$ having finite maxima at maxima in the flow for $c_g$ positive and at minima in the flow for $c_g$ negative.

For Kelvin waves which are non-dispersive, $B=2$ and, assuming Doppler shifting by typical tropospheric zonal winds, $c_g$ is always positive. The theory then gives that Kelvin wave $E$ and $k$ will both vary in longitude in the opposite sense to $U$, with maxima at minima in $U$. This accords well with the observed distribution of Kelvin waves as shown in HY16 and their ENSO-related variation shown in Yang and Hoskins (2013).

To aid in the understanding of the results from 1-D propagation theory for WMRG and R1 waves, Figure 4(a)–(c), taken from YH16, give some results of 30-day ray tracing of the wave energy for WMRG/WMRG-E with a period of 3 and 10 days (Figure 4(b)) and R1/R1-E with a period of 5 and 10 days (Figure 4(c)) waves for the smoothed winter climatological upper tropospheric flow shown in Figure 4(a). High frequency, short wavelength WMRG waves that can occur in the Eastern Hemisphere have $B$ and $c_g$ negative which, according to Eq. (7), implies that their $E$ should have the opposite behaviour to the flow, having its maximum in the strongest easterlies, and decreasing into weaker easterlies as in Figure 4(b) (30° S–120° W). In the westerlies in the Western Hemisphere both WMRG and WMRG-E waves are possible. Both have $B$ and $c_g$ positive. Therefore $E$ and $k$ for these waves behave in the opposite manner from the flow, having minima in westerly maxima and accumulating where $c_g$ tends to zero, as in Figure 4(b) (210°–360° east). R1 waves exist in the Eastern Hemisphere easterlies and have $B$ positive and $c_g$ negative. Their $E$ and $k$ therefore mimic the flow with maxima in minimum easterlies and accumulation where $c_g$ tends to zero, as in Figure 4(c) (0°–150° east). In the Western Hemisphere, R1 waves cannot exist for either period. However, analysis indicates that in the Western Hemisphere R1 waves can exist for lower frequency and larger $h$, consistent with the barotropic structure for the wave.
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Ray tracing for WMRG and R1 waves on a smoothed upper-tropospheric winter zonal flow. (a) Zonal flow, (b) wave energy, E, for WMRG and WMRG-E waves, (c) wave energy, E, for R1 and R1-E waves. In (b), the starting points for the rays are 120°, 210° and 330° E, and the periods 3 days (solid) and 10 days (dotted). In (c), the starting points for the rays are 150°, 210° and 330° E, and the periods 5 days (solid) and 10 days (dotted). In (b) and (c), for rays starting in the Eastern Hemisphere, h = 40 m throughout. For rays starting in the Western Hemisphere, h = 200 m throughout. (d) E for R1 and R1-E with only one starting point at 210° E, period 15 days and h = 1900 m. The rays with positive phase speed, WMRG-E and R1-E, are shown by grey lines. The rays are followed for 30 days, with the numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3 indicating days 0, 10, 20 and 30, respectively. The domain is continued on the right-hand side to 390° to show the behaviour of some Western Hemisphere waves.

Figure 4(d) gives an example of the ray tracing for the R1 wave with period 15 days and h = 1900 m, starting at 210° E. The wave propagates eastwards (c_g > 0) and has negative B around the E Pacific westerly maximum, and hence has a local E maximum there. To the east of the E Pacific duct, where B becomes positive as the westerlies decrease, E varies in the opposite sense from U, with a maximum between the two westerly ducts and a minimum in the Atlantic duct, and accumulation near 360° E where c_g tends to zero. R1-E waves have B and c_g positive and propagate to the east with minimum E in westerly maxima, and maxima or accumulation in weak westerlies, as in Figure 4(c).

Comparison with observed wave E distributions will be given in section 4. In HY16 it is shown that the 1-D propagation theory can explain the observed WMRG and R1 wave distribution well in the Eastern Hemisphere. However the failure of free-wave theory to explain the observed maxima in WMRG and R1 wave activity in the westerly maxima regions in the Western Hemisphere is a major driver to consider the forcing from higher latitudes in these regions.

3.2. Response to subtropical forcing

Zhang (1993) and Hoskins and Yang (2000) have shown that zonally propagating forcing in the subtropics can lead to a response in equatorial waves if their damping is not too strong. The frequency of the forcing does not have to match exactly that of the free equatorial waves (i.e. resonance) in order to give a significant response – a large response to forcing is possible provided the frequency difference between the forcing and the natural frequency of the wave is not large. For example, following Zhang (1993) and Hoskins and Yang (2000), consider forcing of a zonal Fourier component, f_k, of a wave with a natural frequency ω_k by a forcing with Fourier component g_l and frequency ω_l. If the wave is Doppler-shifted by a basic flow U then, in the presence of damping α, the amplitude of the response is determined by A/α, where

\[ A^{-2} = 1 + (\omega_0 - (\omega_k + kU))^2 / \alpha^2. \] (9)

Examples for a range of basic zonal flows from medium easterly to strong westerly and for eastward and westward forcing on a time-scale of 10 days are given in Figure 5. Here the damping time-scale, α^{-1}, is taken to be 10 days. For eastward forcing (Figure 5, upper row), the response in westward-moving waves is larger for a weak westerly background wind. For strong westerlies the response is strong but mainly in the eastward-moving waves. For westward forcing (Figure 5, lower row) the WMRG comes closer to resonance and gives a larger response within the band of wavelengths of interest for stronger westerly flows. The natural westward speed of the R1 wave is much smaller and so it gives a large response over a range of wavelengths in zero flow or weak westerlies. For strong westerlies there is a significant response in the eastward-moving WMRG-E and R1-E waves. For easterly winds there is a large response only for westward forcing and for long wavelength westward-moving R1 waves which are close to resonance.

3.3. Equatorward propagation from middle latitudes and absorption and reflection

A number of studies show that equatorward propagation of extratropical waves can excite tropical waves (e.g. Webster and Holton, 1982; Kiladis, 1998; Matthews and Kiladis, 1999; Yang et al., 2007c; Yang and Hoskins, 2013). The meridional propagation of Rossby wave activity is proportional to the product of the zonal and meridional wave numbers (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981). Including a wave amplitude squared factor, meridional propagation can be measured by the horizontal momentum flux [u v']. The brackets normally refer to a zonal average and the star to a deviation from this. With a variation of the ambient flow with longitude, a more local definition of the average defined by the bracket is more appropriate for the present purpose. In this article the brackets will refer to a region averaged between 60° west and east of the v extremum in the region of interest, and the star will refer to the deviation from this. It will turn out to be useful in the analysis to be able to diagnose the absorption and reflection of Rossby waves. Following, for example, Hoskins and Karoly (1981) and Yang and Hoskins (1996), and considering slowly varying nearly zonal flow on the sphere, Rossby wave propagation for a particular zonal wave number k is possible if it is possible to choose meridional wave
The response amplitude factor, $A$, defined in Eq. (9) as a function of zonal wave-number $k$ for ambient zonal winds $-10$, 0, 5, 15 m s$^{-1}$ (left to right columns) and for (a) eastward and (b) westward with periods of 10 days. The damping time-scale $\alpha^{-1}$ is also taken to be 10 days. The continuous lines refer to WMRG (black) and WMRG-E (grey) and the dotted lines to R1 (black) and R1-E (grey). The numbers refer to the wave number of transition between westward and eastward waves.

All the waves show much reduced amplitude (represented by standard deviation) below 500 hPa, with this being particularly marked for the WMRG-E. Consequently, the focus of the analysis will be on the upper tropospheric extrema in the three regions.

The WMRG and WMRG-E waves have slightly more intense IOWP minima and larger E Pacific maxima in LN, whereas the Atlantic maxima are larger in EN. In LN, the large values in the E Pacific extend westwards beyond the date-line. In EN the large Atlantic values for the WMRG extend to higher levels.

Figure 6 shows vertical sections of the equatorial (7°N to 7°S) zonal wind (Figure 6(a)) and the standard deviations of the meridional wind for the WMRG, WMRG-E, R1 and R1-E wave components (Figure 6(b–e)), averaged for seven EN winters (left), seven LN winters (centre) and the difference between them, EN − LN (right). The main features in the upper tropospheric winds in both the EN and LN are the easterlies in the Indian Ocean–West Pacific (IOWP) sector, particularly near 120°E, and the westerlies in the E Pacific and Atlantic sectors. The lower tropospheric winds tend to have the opposite signs. The difference shows the large variation in all these features with ENSO, with the IOWP easterlies and E Pacific westerlies being weaker and the Atlantic westerlies stronger in EN. The magnitudes of the extrema in the upper tropospheric winds and in the difference field are given in Table 1. Also evident in Figure 6(a) is that in the LN phase the westerlies extend westwards through the date-line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Wave numbers and their contributions to the variance of the equatorial zonal wind in the IOWP, Atlantic and E Pacific sectors.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The likely importance of the direct impact of the variation of the equatorial zonal wave variation on the existence and 1-D propagation of free equatorial waves in giving the observed
Figure 6. Longitude–height cross-section of equatorial zonal wind and wave standard deviations for EN (left), LN (centre) winters and the difference, EN minus LN (right). The ordinate is marked with pressure in hPa and the abscissa is longitude with tick marks every 60°. The unit throughout is m s⁻¹. (a) Zonal wind averaged 7°S to 7°N. Contours in all three fields are at 0, ±2.5, ±5, ±10, 20 except that the zero contour is suppressed in the difference field. (b) and (c) the amplitudes of the WMRG and WMRG-E waves, respectively, as measured by the standard deviation of the associated wind on the Equator. The contour intervals for the full fields are 0.4 with the lowest contour shown in each being at the value 0.4. For the difference fields the contour intervals are 0.2, with the first contours being at ±0.1. (d) and (e) give similar fields for R1 and R1-E, respectively. Here the standard deviations are for the associated \( v \) at 8°N. The contour intervals are halved, being 0.2 in the full fields and 0.1 in the difference fields with the first contours at ±0.05. In all panels, contours at positive values are continuous and those at negative values are dotted.

Table 1. The upper tropospheric extrema for equatorial zonal winds and equatorial wave variances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable or wave</th>
<th>IOWP (90–120°E)</th>
<th>E Pacific (180–260°E)</th>
<th>Atlantic (300–360°E)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN/LN difference</td>
<td>EN/LN difference</td>
<td>EN/LN difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U )</td>
<td>−7.7/−17.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>−19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMRG</td>
<td>1.0/0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.9/2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMRG-E</td>
<td>0.9/0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>−0.3 (188E), 0.2 (234E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>0.8/0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.2/1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-E</td>
<td>0.9/0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.8/1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The extrema is averaged for 150–250 hPa with unit m s⁻¹. They are shown in three regions for EL, LN and the maximum difference between them (EN − LN). The numbers in EL and LN are minimum values in IOWP and maximum values in other regions. For R1 and R1-E if the difference has two centres their longitudes are indicated. Note that the longitude ranges for these regions are slightly different from those used in later sections.
ENSO-related Variation of Equatorial MRG and Rossby Waves

behave will now be considered. The focus is on the implications of possible Doppler shifting by the ambient upper tropospheric wind. The underlying assumption for this is that even though the actual flow varies in longitude, latitude and height, Doppler shifting by the ambient local westerly may give insight into the possible free-wave behaviour. Consider first WMRG and WMRG-E waves. As seen in eastern EMs in the IOWP region is not favourable for the existence of either wave there. However, the weaker easterlies in the EN give more possibility for the occurrence of free WMRG waves consistent with the weaker minimum in that phase that is observed. Considering WMRG waves near the date-line, a change from easterly to weak westerly allows free WMRG waves to occur over the band of wave numbers and frequencies of interest. This is consistent with the observed decrease in WMRG activity near the date-line in the EN phase. Similarly the upward extension of WMRG activity in the Atlantic is consistent with free waves in the flow that becomes westerly there in EN. For WMRG-E waves stronger westerly winds give a shift from shorter to longer wavelengths and an increase in the range of wavelengths for which free waves can occur. The increased WMRG-E activity with the strong westerlies in the E Pacific with LN and the Atlantic with EN are therefore consistent with free-wave changes. However, the similar changes in WMRG activity are not simply explained in this way.

On the basis of Figure 3(a), the existence of the WMRG-E in EN may be doubted since the equatorial $U$ with free-wave changes. However, the similar changes in WMRG-E waves near the date-line, a change from easterly to weak westerly allows free WMRG waves to occur over the band of wave numbers and frequencies of interest. This is consistent with the observed decrease in WMRG activity near the date-line in the EN phase. Similarly the upward extension of WMRG activity in the Atlantic is consistent with free waves in the flow that becomes westerly there in EN. For WMRG-E waves stronger westerly winds give a shift from shorter to longer wavelengths and an increase in the range of wavelengths for which free waves can occur. The increased WMRG-E activity with the strong westerlies in the E Pacific with LN and the Atlantic with EN are therefore consistent with free-wave changes. However, the similar changes in WMRG activity are not simply explained in this way.

Given the failure of free-wave propagation to explain the observed WMRG, WMRG-E and R1-E maxima that are found in the Western Hemisphere, we now turn to the second major aim of this article, which is to examine the importance of higher-latitude forcing in this region for explaining the Western Hemisphere maxima and their variation with the phase of ENSO. As discussed in section 3.2, and as shown in Figure 5, low-frequency forcing gives the largest response for waves whose natural frequencies differ little from the forcing. For westward forcing, the WMRG waves in the band of interest in the N Pacific are closer to resonance for the stronger westerlies in the LN phase and in the Atlantic for the EN phase. The observed larger activity in WMRG-E for the stronger westerly phase of ENSO in the N Pacific and Atlantic could be the response to eastward-moving forcing as indicated by the top right panel in Figure 5. As there would be a large R1 response to westward forcing for weak westerlies and a large R1-E response for strong westerlies to both westward and eastward forcing, such forcing could be important for the variation of these waves.

5. Forcing from higher latitudes

5.1. Eastward-moving waves

In regions of strong westerlies WMRG-E waves could be driven by lateral eastward forcing associated with eastward-moving waves in the subtropics. In strong westerly regions it could also be driven by extratropical wave trains propagating meridionally into the equatorial region. To diagnose the latter, the momentum forcing, such forcing could be important for the variation of these waves.

Looking first at zero lag, although the fields of $u$, $v$ and $Z$ do not use data that has been projected onto equatorial wave
structures, the regressed field in the tropical region is dominated by a WMRG-like wave structure, with rotational flow centred on the Equator. Subtropical wave trains are seen, mainly in the NH and to the west. Consistent with Figure 7(a), the LN picture clearly exhibits greater propagation into the equatorial region. This is consistent with the proposal of Webster and Holton (1982) and the results of Yang and Hoskins (1996) that showed in an idealized model that midlatitude non-stationary eastward-moving Rossby waves can propagate into the equatorial region in the presence of strong westerly flow. The lagged pictures emphasise that the subtropical wave trains propagate from the west and that the phase propagation and development in the subtropics and the Tropics are towards the east. Because of its structure and eastward phase speed, the tropical pattern will be referred to as WMRG-E. The EN WMRG-E is seen mainly as a response to subtropical forcing by the wave train, whereas the larger amplitude of WMRG-E in LN has the additional direct forcing by the propagation into the equatorial region. The zero-lag pictures for the Atlantic (Figure 7(f)) shows similar results. Meridional propagation occurs for the stronger westerly duct which now occurs in EN. However, consistent with Figure 7(b), the propagation does not appear to reach the Equator. The subtropical forcing gives a WMRG-E response in LN but this is weaker than in EN when the more direct forcing occurs.

Similar diagnostics for R1-E are given in Figure 8. In the E Pacific, the northern subtropical variance is larger in
EN (Figure 2(b)), but the equatorward propagation is more significant in LN (Figure 8(a)). In the Atlantic (Figure 8(b)), the equatorward propagation from the NH reaches closer to the Equator in the EN phase. Regressed horizontal fields (Figure 8(c) and (d)) are dominated by R1-E-like structures. The regressed fields at zero lag for the E Pacific (Figure 8(c)) show wave trains in the subtropics of both hemispheres, with the northern train being stronger. In LN winters the equatorward propagation of the wave train and its connection with the R1-E structure is clearly seen. This is consistent with Yang and Hoskins (2013) where the horizontal structure regressed on the Kelvin wave in LN also indicates the presence of an eastward-moving R1 wave structure. In agreement with Figure 8(a), there is little sign of meridional propagation between 15°N and the Equator in EN. There appears to be some propagation into and then out of the Equator in the SH, which is therefore not seen in the momentum flux diagnostic. However, the suggestion from these diagnostics is that the R1-E wave in the E Pacific in EN is driven mainly by lateral forcing. Propagation from the NH into the deep Tropics is apparent in LN and there are indications of a WMRG-E structure in the stronger westerly duct in LN. It should be noted that the standard deviation of $v$ at 16°N is about 50% greater than that at 16°S (Figure 2(b)) which explains the smaller contribution of the southern wave train in Figure 8(c). Figure 9(b) and (c) suggest that the northern extratropical wave train that forces WMRG-E typically has a longer wavelength (60°) than the one that typically forces the R1-E wave (48°). However Figure 9(c) and (d) show that the WMRG-E and R1-E waves can occur in combination.

The very close similarity of these results, obtained based on totally unfiltered fields, with those obtained using the equatorial wave structure projection technique strongly supports the validity and usefulness of that technique. In particular there is confirmation that the eastward-moving results found using the equatorial wave projection technique are in no way due to the aliasing of midlatitude variability.

5.2. Westward-moving waves

The westward-moving $v$ amplitude varying with ENSO phase was shown in Figure 2(c). The subtropical amplitudes are about half those for eastward moving $v$ (Figure 2(b)). However, the tropical values and their variation with ENSO phase are similar for eastward- and westward-moving variance.
Figure 9. Full winds (with only the time mean removed) regressed onto 200 hPa total eastward-moving \( v \) extrema at (a) \( 0^\circ \) for day \( -2 \); (b) \( 0^\circ \) for day 0; (c) \( 16^\circ \)N for day 0; (d) \( 16^\circ \)S for day 0. The grey box indicates the longitude and latitude domain in Figure 7. Conventions as in Figure 7 but with the wind vector scale being doubled.

Figure 10 shows wave forcing diagnostics for the WMRG wave, obtained by regressing full westward-moving fields onto the extrema of WMRG equatorial \( v \). The values of momentum flux are about four times smaller than those for the eastward-moving waves. In the E Pacific the SH values are now the largest. The indications of propagation towards the Equator are again larger in LN with its stronger westerlies. Figure 10(c) gives the flow regressed onto WMRG \( v \) extrema with zero lag. Lagged fields (not shown) indicate that the westward-moving subtropical wave trains have an eastward group velocity, as was the case for the eastward-moving wave trains. Consistent with Figure 10(a), the SH wave train is clear in both ENSO phases but there is almost no NH wave train in the EN phase. It is interesting to note that the SH wave train arches into and out of the Tropics with little asymmetry in amplitude. In such a situation more akin to reflection, the propagation into the equatorial region is considerably underestimated by the momentum flux diagnostic. The WMRG-like wave is apparent in both phases but is stronger in LN. The zonal wavelength, about zonal wave-number 5, is longer than for the eastward-moving waves, consistent with the suggestion from Figure 3(a). The connection of the WMRG with a SH subtropical wave train seen here is consistent with Magaña and Yanai (1995).

In the Atlantic, the momentum flux diagnostic suggests propagation from both hemispheres, but mainly from the SH in EN and from the NH in LN (Figure 10(b)). The regressed fields (Figure 10(d)) confirm this and show larger tropical response in the stronger westerly in EN.

For westward-moving fields regressed onto the R1 wave (Figure 11), in the E Pacific wave activity propagation is indicated
Figure 10. As Figure 7 but for fields regressed onto 200 hPa WMRG equatorial v at zero lag. (a) and (b) Momentum fluxes for the E Pacific and Atlantic, respectively. (c) and (d) Zero-lag regressed wind and height fields for the E Pacific and Atlantic, respectively.

Figure 11. As Figure 7 but for fields regressed onto 200 hPa R1 off-equatorial v. (a) and (b) Momentum fluxes for the E Pacific and Atlantic, respectively. (c) and (d) Zero-lag regressed wind and height fields for the E Pacific and Atlantic, respectively.
as being quite weak but at its strongest in the SH and in EN (Figure 11(a)). The regressed fields again show near symmetry of the SH subtropical waves up- and down-stream, but the tilts of the waves are smaller than for the WMRG. The SH component of R1 is stronger in the EN phase, but there is near hemispheric symmetry in LN (Figure 11(c)). In the Atlantic, NH meridional propagation is now emphasised in the momentum flux diagnostic in LN (Figure 11(b)). In this region it is this ENSO phase that emphasises the R1 structure in one hemisphere, this time the NH, with the EN pattern being more hemispherically symmetric (Figure 11(d)). In the LN phase there is some cross-equatorial flow, which could be interpreted as evidence of a WMRG response. The zonal scale of the waves in the NH is about wave-number 5, again longer than for the eastward-moving wave. This is consistent with Figure 3(b). However the SH wave is shorter, about wave-number 7. This is also consistent with Figure 3(b) due to the generally weaker subtropical westerlies in the SH.

Figure 12 gives the fields for full winds in a large domain regressed on westward-moving $v$ extrema in the E Pacific region at the Equator and at 16° north and south for the two phases of ENSO. As was the case with eastward-moving activity, in Figure 12(a) the circulation in lower latitudes is almost identical to that for the WMRG related $v$ extrema (Figure 10(c)). Again this strongly supports the validity and usefulness of the projection technique. The two 16° latitude pictures (Figure 12(b) and (c)) again separate the two hemispheric contributions to the R1 (Figure 11(c)). In each the subtropical wave train extends across the Equator to $15°$–$20°$ latitude in the other hemisphere in what can be described as an R1 plus WMRG wave. As was the case in Figure 11(c), the wavelength in the NH (Figure 12(b)), with its stronger subtropical westerlies, is greater than that in the SH (Figure 12(c)). From these results, a better perspective than a simple R1 wave may be a wave in one or other hemisphere that extends up to and across the Equator in an R1 plus WMRG-like structure.

6. Summary and concluding comments

The amplitudes of the gravest equatorial waves in the troposphere having a $v$ component, i.e. $n = 0$ and 1, have been documented for the two phases of ENSO in the NH winter, along with the difference between them. To our knowledge it is the first such study. In particular the eastward-moving variance in the upper troposphere has been found to be dominated in the Western Hemisphere by WMRG and R1 structures that appear to be Doppler-shifted by the flow to move eastwards. In the E Pacific and Atlantic it is found that the strong westerly seasons, LN in the E Pacific and EN in the Atlantic, have the larger WMRG and WMRG-E amplitudes. The changes with ENSO phase of R1 and R1-E in these regions is less simple. In the E Pacific, R1 is also a maximum in LN, whereas R1-E exhibits more of an eastward shift between LN and EN. Over the IOWP, all upper tropospheric waves tend to be stronger in EN winters with their reduced equatorial easterly winds.
It has been shown using the full winds with only the time mean removed that the upper tropospheric structures associated with both eastward- and westward-moving meridional wind extrema on the Equator and in the subtropics are very similar to those associated with the projections on to the \( n = 0 \) and \( n = 1 \) waves for a restating atmosphere (Figure 9 compared with Figures 7, 8, and 12 compared with Figures 10 and 11). It is apparent that they could be largely described in terms of restating atmosphere equatorial wave and Rossby wave structures. This strongly supports the application of the projection technique for some of the analysis, and the use of the terminology WMRG and R1 for the \( n = 0 \) and \( n = 1 \) waves, respectively. Figures 9 and 12 also confirm that the results obtained using equatorial wave projections are not due to the aliasing of higher-latitude variability.

A similar analysis has also been performed for NH summer. It is found that the ENSO impact on the \( n = 0 \), 1 waves is significant only in the E Pacific, with WMRG suppressed and R1-E enhanced in EN summers.

The fact that EN events significantly suppress WMRG waves over the central-eastern Pacific in both winter and summer may have an implication for the stratospheric QBO. Maruyama and Tsuneoka (1988) found that EN events had a connection to longer-lasting QBO westerly/shorter-lasting QBO easterly. This is consistent with the finding here considering that the tropospheric WMRG waves, which propagate upwards and contribute to the easterly momentum acceleration, are suppressed in EN years. In addition, given that Kelvin waves contribute to the westerly momentum acceleration, the QBO difference may also be related to the fact that upper-tropospheric Kelvin waves are substantially enhanced by EN events, as shown in Yang and Hoskins (2013). A modelling study of Maury et al. (2013) indeed showed that ENSO has a substantial influence on stratospheric Kelvin waves.

The likely importance of the direct impact of the variation of the equatorial zonal flow on the existence and propagation of free equatorial waves in giving the observed behaviour has been examined in the context of possible Doppler shifting by the ambient upper-tropospheric zonal wind. For WMRG waves, the observed weaker minimum in EN over IOWP is consistent with the weaker easterlies in that phase. The stronger amplitude of the WMRG waves near the date-line in LN is also consistent with the flow there changing from easterly to weak westerly (allowing free WMRG waves to occur in the band of interest). Similarly, the upward extension of WMRG activity in the Atlantic is consistent with free waves in the flow that becomes westerly there in EN. Increased WMRG-E activity with the strong westerlies in the E Pacific with LN and in the Atlantic with EN are consistent with stronger westerly winds giving an increase in the range of wavelengths for free waves. However, for R1 and R1-E, the free-wave changes explain only a few features of their observed variations. The slightly weaker amplitude in R1 activity in the IOWP for the LN with its stronger easterlies is consistent. The Atlantic intensification of the R1-E maximum in the EN with its stronger westerlies there is also consistent with the possible occurrence of free waves, as is its upward extension in the region of westerlies.

The 1-D propagation theory can explain some features of R1 waves. The local maximum of R1 waves near 60°E in both EN and LN can be associated with significantly increased energy as they propagate westwards from the region of strong easterlies towards the region of minimum easterlies. The theory can also explain the local maximum of R1 waves in the weaker westerly duct in EN but on the flanks of the stronger duct in LN over the E Pacific. However, the theory fails to explain the zonal distribution of other waves and their variation with the phase of ENSO, especially in the Western Hemisphere.

The second aim of this article was to examine the forcing of equatorial waves in the Western Hemisphere from higher latitudes using the ENSO variation of the westerly winds in this hemisphere. Considering first the eastward-moving waves, the observed behaviour for WMRG-E in both the E Pacific and the Atlantic is consistent with the expectation of the stronger westerly phase of ENSO giving both a stronger westerly duct for propagation from higher latitudes into the equatorial region and a larger response there. The same is true for R1-E but in this case lateral forcing by eastward-moving subtropical wave activity appears to be dominant, and this is largest for both the E Pacific and the Atlantic in the EN phase.

For the westward-moving WMRG in the E Pacific, there is empirical evidence of enhanced propagation into the equatorial region from the SH and this, along with the response, is largest in the strong westerly phase in LN. For R1 there is evidence of lateral forcing with some equatorial propagation from the subtropics in the E Pacific.

To illustrate more generally the relationship of WMRG-E and WMRG wave amplitudes with equatorial westerlies, the correlations of these amplitudes with the equatorial zonal wind in the same region for a number of sectors and averaged for all 31 winter seasons is given in Table 2. The correlation is significant for both waves in each region, except for WMRG-E in the Central America–west Atlantic. However, it is particularly large in the central and east Pacific and in the Atlantic.

The propagation of eastward-moving variance into and through the equatorial region in the westerly duct has been the subject of many studies. However, the westward-moving wave train that arches eastwards from the SH into and out of the equatorial region, where it triggers the WMRG wave, appears to be new. To diagnose this behaviour, Figure 13 gives for winter EN and LN at 200–220°E and averaged between 100 and 300 hPa the Rossby wave propagation diagnostics detailed in section 3.3. Shown in (a) and (b) are \( U_m \) and \( \beta_m \), and in (c)–(f) the critical line absorption and reflection curves as a function of latitude for waves with a period of \( (c,d) +10 \) days (eastward-moving) and \( (e,f) -10 \) days (westward-moving). For the eastward-moving waves, the LN E Pacific wave duct is apparent. In LN (Figure 13(d)) wave numbers between 3 and 9 are able to propagate from the NH to about 8°S before they are absorbed, whereas in EN (Figure 13(c)) they are absorbed by 10°N. Of more novel interest is the behaviour for westward-moving waves in the SH (Figure 13(e) and(f)). Consistent with what has been seen in Figure 10(c), zonal wave-numbers 6 or less are reflected near 12°S, this feature being slightly more prominent in LN. This reflection is associated with a value of \( \beta_m \) that is close to zero in this region (Figure 13(a) and(b)). This near-zero meridional gradient in absolute vorticity is associated with the southern edge of the equatorial westerlies in LN and with the northern edge of the SH westerlies in EN. Therefore the observed behaviour of the arching westward-moving wave train in this sector is entirely consistent with the theoretical expectation of reflection there.

The most significant mechanism for the R1-E and R1 waves appears to be lateral forcing from the subtropics aided by their meridional scale. To test the more general importance of this relationship, the correlations between R1-E and R1 wave amplitudes and the standard deviation of \( v \) at 20°N and 20°S in the same sector have been determined for a number of sectors and are shown in Table 3. For both waves the lateral forcing in both hemispheres is generally important. The major exception is the SH in the central Pacific for R1-E, and for R1 there is some variation with sector over which hemisphere is more important, with NH forcing in E Pacific and Atlantic being not important.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>CA-WAT</th>
<th>AT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WMRG-E</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMRG</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation is for four regions: central Pacific (180–220°E, CP), E Pacific (220–260°E, EP), Central America–west Atlantic (270–310°E, CA-WAT), and Atlantic (310–350°E, AT). Bold numbers indicate correlation exceeding 95% significant level, i.e., larger than 0.345.
Figure 13. Rossby wave propagation diagnostics for (a,c,e) EN and (b,d,f) LN winters in the sector 200–220°E and averaged between 100 and 300 hPa, as presented in section 3.3. (a) and (b) $U_m$ (continuous, unit m s$^{-1}$) and $\beta_m$ (dashed, unit $5 \times 10^{-15}$ m s$^{-1}$). (c–f) The critical line absorption (dashed) wave number, $k_c$, and reflection (continuous) wave number, $k_r$, as a function of latitude for waves with a period of (c) and (d) 10 days (eastward moving), and (e) and (f) −10 days (westward moving). The abscissa is zonal wave number. Permitted waves have wave numbers less than $k_c$ and greater than $k_r$. At this longitude there is no critical line for the negative period cases.

Table 3. Correlation of $n=1$ wave amplitude with eastward- or westward-moving $v$ amplitude.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave/location</th>
<th>$v$ latitude</th>
<th>IOWP</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>CA-WAT</th>
<th>AT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1-E</td>
<td>20° N</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20° S</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>20° N</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20° S</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $n=1$ wave amplitude is correlated with eastward- or westward-moving $v$ amplitude at 20°N and 20°S in the upper troposphere (150–250 hPa) for various regions: IOWP (60–120°E), CP, EP, CA-WAT and AT. Conventions as in Table 2.

Lateral forcing for equatorial waves has been proposed by a number of studies for WMRG and R1 waves (e.g. Mak, 1969; Wilson and Mak, 1984; Zhang, 1993; Magaña and Yanai, 1995) and for Kelvin waves (e.g. Zhang, 1993; Hoskins and Yang, 2000; Yang et al., 2007c). However, lateral forcing for the eastward WMRG-E and R1-E has not been investigated before. This study reveals that for the gravest equatorial waves, the most significant lateral forcing occurs for the R1-E in the Western Hemisphere upper troposphere associated with the fact that the subtropical waves are dominated by eastward-moving disturbances and also the $n=1$ mode has a broader meridional scale than the $n=0$ mode.

In summary, the contrasting behaviour of WMRG and R1 waves in EN and LN seasons has been documented with a focus on the NH winter. The observed variation of equatorial waves with ENSO phase has enabled an evaluation of the relative importance of various mechanisms for the amplitude of eastward- and westward-moving WMRG and R1 waves. For WMRG the importance of equatorial westerlies and the possible wave existence and response and forcing by wave propagation into equatorial westerly ducts has been highlighted. Propagation of eastward-moving wave activity in the westerly duct has been widely discussed before. However, interestingly, westward-moving wave activity arching into the deep Tropics from the SH is also more apparent with stronger equatorial westerlies. For the R1 waves, lateral forcing from the subtropics is the dominant mechanism. However, wave activity conservation and the 1-D propagation theory developed in HY16 are also important for westward-moving R1 in giving maximum amplitude in weak westerlies or on the flanks of strong westerlies.
The variation of convectively coupled waves with ENSO phase and their possible convective forcing have not been investigated in this study. It is also worthy of note that the variation of WMRG and WMRG-E waves with ENSO phase is consistent with changes in the response to stochastic forcing, possibly of convective origin (F.-F. Jin, personal communication, 2015). The role of convection in equatorial waves will be the subject of a subsequent article.
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